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Introduction

IBM has been at the forefront of innovation 
in the software development and delivery 
sector.  A pioneer in software engineering, 
IBM DevOps Automation is the main 
advanced DevOps automation provider for 
enterprises. 

Continually leveraging real world experiences and 
challenges, IBM provides automation solutions that 
transform DevOps data into actionable intelligence 
and increases the use of automation in the areas 
of development, testing, delivery, value stream 
management, release activity, and configuration 
management to improve the efficiency of software 
development and delivery.

From launching UML in 1995 to applying Artificial 
intelligence (AI) to boost the productivity of developers 
in 2023, IBM has a history of creating automation 
capabilities that have advanced the ability of software 
delivery teams to develop and deliver reliable software 
as fast as possible.

For over 30 years, we have been inventing and providing 
capabilities that help our clients develop and deliver 
software.  This unique experience and leadership 
mean that IBM has leading automation capabilities 
to empower teams and partnerships to achieve the 
most efficient software delivery.   With support for both 
business and technical stakeholders, IBM DevOps 
Automation is creating a better software delivery 
experience for everyone and bringing software delivery 
to the core of delivering business value.

“Our clients are innovators and IBM DevOps Automation is enabling them to deliver reliable and 
secure software as fast as possible.  Efficient software delivery is essential for modernizing the 

applications that run our businesses, and that people and researchers depend on daily.  Software 
matters, therefore, the efficiency of software delivery matters and that is why IBM DevOps 

Automation is so important for our clients.” 
 

Sebastian Krause, Senior Vice President and Chief Revenue Officer, IBM
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Welcome to the first edition of the IBM 
Software Delivery Report.  This report 
provides a unique look at the trends and 
perceptions of software delivery from 
the perspective of the people who are 
developing and delivering software every 
day.

Our survey polled software development and delivery 
individuals for their perceptions about how efficient 
software delivery is in their organization. The people 
polled are a mix of IBM clients, professionals, and 
partners.  Most have over ten years’ experience in 
software development. We are grateful for a 97% 
completion rate. The people who completed the survey 
are the very people delivering critically important 
software applications and services which make or 
break an organization’s ability to compete.  It is a 
privilege to have had the opportunity to engage with 
these individuals, and now to provide a summary of 
their unique viewpoint into the true state of enterprise 
software delivery efficiency.

The mission of IBM DevOps Automation is to create a 
better software delivery experience.  Our IBM DevOps 
Automation subject matter experts have analysed 
survey results and added best practice advice. Our goal 
is that we can all learn real world solutions to the real-
world problems revealed by the software development 
professionals who took the survey.

This is not a report based on a technology-first 
perspective; it is one that looks at software delivery 
from the ground up. It is not about DevOps hype; it 
is about DevOps data.  Delivering secure and reliable 
software as fast as possible is how software makes a 
difference to an organization, to our society and to our 
world.  That is why this report is so important.  The 
findings speak for the practitioners who are hands on 
delivering the software.

This report would not have been possible without 
the contributions of software delivery engineers from 
around the world.  If you are one of the many hands-on 
practitioners who contributed, we thank you for your 
time and contribution to helping us and our readers get 
an insider perspective into the state of software delivery 
efficiency. You have voiced the potential for real change, 
and we want to help.

Madhu Kochar
Vice President, Product Development, IBM
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The software delivery industry is facing an 
overwhelming demand for the fast delivery 
of secure and reliable software, but the 
IBM Software Delivery Survey 2023 shows, 
that for many teams, software delivery is 
inefficient.

With organizations now facing difficult economic 
headwinds, a focus on software delivery efficiency 
is needed now more than ever.  Improving software 
delivery efficiency is not about responding to market 
DevOps hype, it is about improving the developers’ 
experiences and productivity based on your DevOps 
data.  The increasing number of tools in the delivery 
toolchain, gaps in collaboration between stakeholders, 
frustration on the state of quality, and constant 
digital disruption are driving teams to look for more 
automation to become more efficient.

The IBM Software Delivery Survey 2023 reveals that 
there are two prevailing gaps in a software delivery 
team’s ability to become efficient:

The software delivery experience gap
Teams are frustrated by the slow speed of adoption 
of DevOps and Agile principles.  Nearly all developers 
say manual processes are expensive and unproductive 
whereas intelligent automation can reduce cost and 
lower risk.  But less than one-tenth feel they have 
enough insight to make changes happen to their own 
software delivery process.

The software delivery automation gap
Developers say they could deliver better software faster 
if they could automate more of the non-creative parts 
of the software delivery process.  Over two-thirds of 
developers say their software delivery is inefficient.  
And more than half of developers say the quality of their 
software is impacted by parts of the software delivery 
lifecycle outside their control.

With these gaps in mind, one thing is abundantly clear: 
to drive sustainable business success, organizations 
need to give their software delivery teams the 
automation tools they need. Hence the theme of this 
year’s report, “If software matters, then the efficiency 
of software delivery matters.”

James Hunter
Program Director, DevOps Automation, IBM
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Key Recommendations 

Help developers become more efficient by utilising 
more automation

Make software efficiency an integral part of the business 
strategy. 

Remove manual steps from code integration and software 
deployment. 

Initiate test automation whenever possible.

Assess the delivery experience of the whole delivery team.

Measure the flow of value through your DevOps 
lifecycle 

Introduce automation across your hybrid DevOps toolchains 
and track value. 

Take a data inventory and tag the data sources that will be 
relevant. 

Build on what tools you have then optimize over time.
 
Use a DevOps data lake to get insight from across all your 
tools.

Ensure DevOps automation adds value for both 
business and technical stakeholders

Start measuring the efficiency of your DevOps lifecycle. 

Treat test automation and service virtualization as essential 
practices.  

Add intelligent gates to the delivery process. 

Work with process SMEs and a platform engineering team.
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Test efficiently

A product’s quality assurance metrics can be an indicator of 
the efficiency of the software delivery process. 

Combine different types of tests to assess end to end 
technology and business scenarios.
 
Use leading indicators, such as test diversity to predict 
problems, support tools, and process changes to test more 
efficiently.
 
Use lagging indicators such as DORA metrics to review the 
efficiency of testing activities and fixes.

Reduce the carbon footprint of software delivery

Increase awareness and usage visibility. 

Avoid ‘energy drift’ and minimize the energy costs of 
software delivery. 

Cut carbon emissions by giving software delivery teams 
access to efficient environments. 

Optimize high impact activities, such as performance 
testing.

Move to Data Driven DevOps 

Analyze your data from across the entire DevOps pipeline. 

Make changes to reduce bottlenecks quickly. 

Automate the production of reports and audit requirements. 

Add intelligent gates to improve efficiency and manage risk.
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Current trends in software 
delivery efficiency 

Developers want more automation Quality is an essential part of the software 
delivery experience 

Most DevOps toolchains are perceived as 
being inefficient 

Organizations are ready to minimize the 
environmental impact of software delivery  

Teams want help identifying efficiency 
blockers 

Maturing software delivery is a journey that 
requires DevOps 
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Developers want more 
automation 

Businesses want enhanced customer 
experiences and competitive advantages 
delivered as fast as possible.

Young digital native companies want to scale their 
software delivery as fast as possible so they can 
compete with traditional enterprises. To compete 
with the digital native companies, traditional 
enterprises want digital transformation as fast as 
possible. 

Achieving both business goals depend on the 
company’s speed of delivering reliable and secure 
software. To increase their speed, software delivery 
teams must maximize automaton and utilize 
emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence 
(AI) and AI-powered automation to deliver improved 
efficiency in their software delivery.   

In this first section, we look at straightforward 
questions about automation’s value and the team’s 
level of automation. 

The vast majority of those surveyed see the value in 
automation.  With 38% of the responders indicating 
that they maximize that advantage.  This indicates 
that there is an apparent gap between the perceived 
value of automation and the extent to which it is 
applied.  Developers are clearly saying that they need 
to be able to adopt more automation to deliver better 
software faster.

89%

11%

Yes
No

Do you think your team could deliver better software faster 
with more automation of the non-creative tasks in your 
software delivery process?

96%

4%

Yes
No

Do you agree that automation can reduce cost and lower risk 
of software delivery in your organization?

How would you rate the level of automation in your software 
delivery process?

44.3%

38.3%

17.4%We have some automation

We automation as much as we can

We don’t automate enough
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Best practice advice

To deliver better software faster, software delivery needs to become leaner and more automated.  This means 
we must make software delivery integral to the business roadmap.  Digital-first organizations approach adopting 
software automation as a central part of the business strategy itself, not as an enabler of a strategy. 
 
Remove manual steps from code integration and software deployment . 

While Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) are table stakes for most development teams, 
our experience is that most CI/CD involves scripting and manual work, especially for complex applications or 
applications that run on multiple platforms. An enterprise level automation tool for deployments is a foundation for 
efficiency in nearly all organizations. 

Initiate test automation whenever possible. 

Testing should happen automatically whenever software is moved through the delivery lifecycle.  Scan every 
code commit for security vulnerabilities and the end-to-end quality with functional, integration, and performance 
test automation.  This is often the most complex set of automations to implement but has the critical benefit of 
lowering the risk of poor performance and quality in production, which have become intolerable to most end users. 

Fix problems early. 

Start testing as early as possible so fixes happen early when they are less expensive and less disruptive to the 
delivery team. Fixing problems early also helps keep a release on schedule.  Service virtualization can help with 
early testing (shifting left) as it emulates services that may not yet be fully developed and/or available to test. 

Assess the delivery experience of the whole team.  

Use Value Stream Management to locate further inefficiencies and bottlenecks.  Assess the developer and delivery 
team experience then use your baseline data to increase the level of automation to make delivery more efficient 
and create a better delivery experience for the whole team.
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Quality is an essential part of 
the software delivery experience

Developer job satisfaction is an important 
consideration for many executives 
as organizations compete for expert 
programmers.   
 
Software delivery teams want to be acknowledged for 
their innovations and the quality of their deliverables.  
They want end users to be happy and they hope that 
their software will be used and will make a difference.  
Talented developers are frustrated by poor quality 
products.  Not only is it a matter of pride, but it’s 
also a practical problem as customer support case 
escalations will come to them.

Less than half of those surveyed felt the quality of 
their work is represented by the quality of the overall 
solution that is finally delivered.  Almost 8 in 10 told 
us that quality was affected by software delivery 
activities outside of their control.

There are several factors that can impact a team’s 
perception of quality including the number of defects 
and issues raised by end users, the time it takes to 
release software after it has been developed, or a lack 
of visibility into how the whole delivery process fits 
together to produce good software.

Do you think the quality of the work you do within the delivery 
process is represented by the quality of the overall solution 
that is finally delivered? 

Yes
Sometimes
No

43.7%

3.6%

52.7%

Do you think the quality of the overall solution is 
marginalized by software delivery activities that are 
outside your control?

Yes
No

23.5%

76.5%
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Best practice advice

The level of product quality can be representative of the efficiency of your software delivery.

Identify leading indicators to predict areas for improvement. 

Test diversity, the ability to reuse assets and testing early are good leading indicators of the efficiency of your 
testing. 

Ensure your test coverage includes unit, functional, performance, integration, and security testing. Then combine 
different types of tests to assess the end-to-end technology. Test data should be reused whenever possible, and 
automation can be used to convert one type of test to another. This level of reuse is often overlooked but is an 
essential part of assessing quality.  
 
Test as early as possible in the DevOps lifecycle by shifting testing left. For instance, waiting to perform security 
and performance tests until just before production is a common issue. Vulnerabilities detected late in the lifecycle 
disrupt the flow to production and require extensive retesting. Ideally these tests should be conducted as part of 
development tests to ensure changes have only positive impacts on the application.

Use lagging indicators to review the efficiency of testing activities and fixes. 

Quality as perceived by end users is a lagging indicator of your software delivery efficiency. Defects must be 
found before you can calculate the change failure rate or the mean time to detect and resolve issues.  How your 
team performs against two key DORA metrics will show how efficiently problems are being fixed. Deployment 
frequency shows how often an organization deploys code to production or releases to end-users.  Mean Lead Time 
for Changes measures how long it takes to push out code changes.  These key metrics should be visualized in the 
value flow to highlight both quality and speed so efficiency improvements can be made to minimize the impact of 
testing activities and quality problems on the overall software release.
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Developers are creative people who want 
to deliver great software that gets used 
and makes a difference. It should be no 
surprise that they demand faster change 
to the adoption of automation so they can 
deliver software more frequently.  

While the overall adoption of Agile and DevOps 
principles across our industry is encouraging, 
developers still think their organizations can do 
better.  While 4 in every 10 developers are happy with 
their organization’s rate of automation tool adoption 
to support DevOps and Agile principles, more than 
90% of respondents think their software delivery 
process could add more value to the ultimate end-
user or customer.  Perception is often based on an 
individual’s visibility into the state of the delivery 
process and the outcome of the deliverable. 

Organizations that model the flow of value through 
their software deliver process can provide greater 
visibility to the state of their efficiency. For example, 
simply showing cycle times and visualising the flow 
of work from idea to business value can provide 
meaningful insight.  DevOps should add value to all 
stakeholders, and value can flow through all aspects 
of the business, not just software development.  
This is the visibility that both the software delivery 
team and the business stakeholders need to reduce 
frustration and build confidence of the value being 
delivered by all stakeholders.

Most DevOps toolchains are 
perceived as being inefficient

37%

48%

16%

Do you think there is any frustration in your organization about 
the extent and rate of adopting tool automation to support 
DevOps and Agile principles?

00 55 1100 1155 2200 2255

00

1100

3300

4400

5500

6600

7700

8800

9900

110000

%%  ooppff  ppeeooppllee  cchhoooossiinngg  tthhiiss  ssccoorree

SScc
oorr
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What percentage of your team’s software delivery process do you 
feel adds actual value to the ultimate end-user or customer?

Yes
Some
No
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Best practice advice

Eliminating inefficiencies starts with identifying the constraints and ends with remediating or eliminating those 
constraints.

Introduce automation across your hybrid DevOps toolchains and track value. 

Most successful DevOps toolchains are hybrid, not singular.  Instead of trying to force teams to use a single 
DevOps tool or platform, teams can improve efficiency by introducing automation across their hybrid DevOps 
toolchains and tracking the flow of value through the lifecycle.

Build with the tools you have and optimize over time. 

Many organizations struggle with the cost-benefit of purchasing and implementing new software applications 
with speed or improving the quality of software delivery. Data gathered from the tools involved in the actual 
software delivery process help provide visibility into where the delays reside or where testing or quality is short-
changed. Visualization of these problems in software delivery will help quantify and justify investment in missing 
automation.

Use a DevOps data lake to get insight from all your tools. 

Most DevOps pipelines involve planning, development, deployment, testing, release orchestration, and 
management. Each stage is supported by one or more tools to help with executing that task and the data for 
that activity or task is usually stored in that tool’s repository.  Identifying opportunities to become more efficient 
requires real time value stream data from across your software delivery lifecycle.  Whenever possible, include 
business stakeholder tools as well as delivery tools to derive insights from across the business.  Measure the flow 
of value then analyse trends over time as your bottlenecks improve so you can continually assess and prioritize the 
next focus areas to further improve your software delivery efficiency.
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Modern businesses are trying to balance 
what they can do to reduce their 
impact on the planet with their need to 
continuously develop, deliver and run 
software solutions.  

While most organizations have set a net-zero carbon 
emissions goal, only 38% of those surveyed said it is 
common practice in their organization to assess and 
optimize the environmental and sustainability impact 
of their software delivery process and/or software 
releases.   
 
Recent Institute for Business Value consumer 
research revealed that 53% of surveyed organizations 
view environmental sustainability as one of their top 
priorities within the next three years, which is an 
increase from the 39% that consider it a top priority 
today.  However, while 86% of those companies have 
a sustainability strategy, only 35% had acted on that 
strategy. 

Cloud infrastructures are becoming more efficient 
so carefully identifying where to run high intensity 
activities like test execution and performance testing 
are leading activities that can make a difference.
Truly sustainable software development and delivery 
is difficult to achieve.  While it is positive that 52% 
of those surveyed agreed that their organization 
did not assess or optimize the environmental and 
sustainability impact of their software delivery 
process and/or software releases, the software 
delivery team think they should.

Organizations are ready to minimize 
their environmental impact 

Yes
Some
No

38%

10%

52%

Is it common practice in your organization to assess and optimize 
the environmental and sustainability impact of your software 
delivery process and/or software releases?
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Best practice advice

Improving the efficiency of software delivery contributes to achieving net-zero carbon emission objective and 
developers play an important role. 

Minimize energy costs. 

Reduce energy costs and avoid energy ‘drift’ that often goes unnoticed, such as using ephemeral test 
environments that are decommissioned when not in use. 

Cut carbon emissions. 

Give software delivery teams access to hybrid cloud and multi cloud environments. Then allow teams to assess 
and consider where to run workloads based on optimization of performance, cost and Greenhouse Gas emissions 
of the required infrastructure or service. 

Optimize high impact activities. 

Maximum test coverage with the minimum number of tests. Then run tests at times and locations that generate 
less carbon. 

Increase awareness and usage visibility. 

Combine energy usage data from the portfolio level with delivery activity reports.
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Most teams are being asked to turn ideas 
into business value as fast as possible.

As one might expect, how to achieve this viewpoint 
most efficiently greatly varies. A person’s role in 
software delivery will often dictate their view about 
the causes of inefficiency.  In most organization’s 
roles still tend to be siloed, even on a highly 
collaborative software delivery team. Work is complex 
and requires deep focus on the tasks at hand. 
However, some trends do emerge. The people who 
responded to this year’s survey say manual steps 
impact more than any other detractor on efficiency, 
followed by the decision-making process within their 
organization. Both require automation and insights 
that, as we have seen in other areas of this survey, are 
lacking in most teams. 

Teams that have modernized their software delivery 
automation are more likely to release products more 
frequently and have fewer delays in their product 
releases due to a more efficient delivery.  DevOps 
teams that are more agile and using automation tools, 
are also more likely to identify further opportunities 
for improving efficiency and speed of their delivery 
of reliable software.  However, tool experts were 
identified as the role most often missing in software 
delivery teams.

Tool experts are needed to keep the software 
delivery tools running efficiently, especially when you 
consider that the majority of teams occasionally or 
frequently add customized tools to their toolchain.  
The onboarding of new tools and low investment into 
tool experts can significantly slow down the software 
delivery process. 

Efficiency blockers in DevOps are impacted by 
processes, skills, manual intervention, change 
requests, environment setup, tool usage and 
decisions.  Efficiency is about closing the loop as the 
application progresses through each phase of the 
lifecycle.  To close the loop, visibility, collaboration, 
and observability of the flow of assets is essential and 
the reason why there is a significant demand from 
teams for more automation.

Teams want help identifying 
efficiency blockers

How often do you fill gaps in your software delivery toolchain 
with point or bespoke capabilities?

Never
Occasionally
All the time

72%

9%

19%

Do you think there are any skills missing in your team(s) that 
could help improve the efficiency of software delivery in your 
organization? 

Design 
Expert

00%%

1100%%

2200%%

3300%%

4400%%

5500%%

6600%%

Developers Value 
Stream 

Engineers

Managers Architects Tool 
Experts

Business 
Domain 
Experts

Testers
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Best practice advice

Teams need help in identifying where to start on their journey in improving their software delivery efficiency.  
DevOps Automation should not be seen as an inconvenience. It should complement culture change and be part of 
the overall strategy to deliver products to the market.

Before adding new tools, measure the efficiency of your DevOps lifecycle by understanding each phase and 
how it impacts the downstream workflow.

Optimizing efficiency requires data to accurately prioritize investment. Start by creating a DevOps data lake 
and integrating existing tools.  Then trace the flow of value through the software delivery lifecycle to derive 
actionable insights from the collated data to help identify where to prioritize.  When possible, deploy new 
tools on new, smaller projects to learn about them and to cultivate experts before introducing new tools into 
existing pipelines. Use data to determine if the new tool will really add value.

Speed up the onboarding process for new teams by considering automation of the toolchain and a self-service 
portal.

Approach platform support as you would a development project.
Leverage well-established CI/CD principles to automate your toolchain and maximize reuse.
Integrate tool data into your DevOps data lake for future analysis. 

Track work items automatically in swim lanes.

Highlight who needs help, identify which items are blocked and automate the production of reports and audit 
reports.

Add intelligent gates to the delivery process to improve efficiency and manage risk.

Ensure there’s representation from each phase of the DevOps Lifecycle including tool experts or a platform 
engineering team, then improve collaboration.  Train teams on tools that eliminate additional manual process, then 
use observability tools that will provide feedback in each DevOps phase.

Item Overall Rank Rank Distribution Score No. of Rankings
Manual steps in the delivery process 1 601 127

Decision making 2 567 136

Lack of skills in the group 3 514 129

Managing tool and technology updates 4 503 116

Changing requirements 5 494 127

Lack of testing environment or data 6 491 142

The number of tools and integrations in the delivery process 7 491 123

What do you think are the biggest causes of inefficiency on software delivery in your organization ?
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Most enterprises are on a journey 
to transform their software delivery. 
They want to speed up their digital 
transformations and improve the return 
on investment (ROI) for their spend on 
DevOps automation tools.  The challenge 
for any organization on this journey is to 
understand their current level of DevOps 
automation maturity and their potential. 
Only then can teams plan their journey 
to high performing continuous delivery of 
reliable and secure software. 

Initially, the team’s perception of their maturity of 
automation is important simply because it gives an 
indication of how costly it is to be an organization that 
develops and delivers software.  Most organizations 
want to cut costs and increase the speed of software 
delivery.  The focus then must be on improving 
efficiency.

The people involved in delivering software told us 
how mature they feel their use of automation is today 
by rating it from 10 (indicating it is very automated 
and efficient) to 0 (indicating a significant lack of 
automation and very inefficient delivery).  Perceptions 
of current maturity resulted in a classic bell curve 
and more teams are still in the early stage of their 
automation adoption journey.

Although most teams aspire to improve, less than 
20% felt their organization is likely to achieve the 
highest levels of DevOps Automation.   Prioritizing 
what to automate requires collating data from across 
the software delivery toolchain, but only 10% of 
developers felt their organization had the visibility 
into their toolchain to identify and influence efficiency 
improvements.

Most organizations want to mature their use of 
automation but struggle to know how to maximize 
potential because there is not enough insight into 
where to optimize.

Maturing software delivery is a 
journey that requires data 

00

55

1100

1155

2200

2255

3300

11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 1100

How would you rate the current maturity of DevOps automation in 
your group?
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How would you rate the potential of DevOps automation in your 
group? 
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Best practice advice

Maturing software delivery efficiency requires data and intelligent automation to identify and address blockers but 
efficiency measurements mean nothing unless you act.  

DevOps automation should add value to all stakeholders.  This means a change to become more efficient depends 
as much on automation technology as it does on the culture within the group and the level of executive support 
to invest in improving efficiency.  All relevant stakeholders should have access to the software delivery value flow 
data.

Analyze the data from across the entire DevOps pipeline and make informed decisions to boost your software 
delivery efficiency.

 
Where teams have made large investments over time into disparate tools with separate datasets, teams 
should look for automation to collate data from disparate sources into a single, comprehensive view to identify 
bottlenecks, measure efficiency, and prioritize changes for maximum impact.

Make changes quickly to reduce bottlenecks and improve your software delivery.
 
Use a single source of DevOps data to identify bottlenecks and derive insights on where to prioritize change to 
improve the efficiency of your software delivery quickly.
 
Track work items automatically in swimlanes to highlight who needs help or which items are stuck.

Maximize the return on your existing investment into DevOps toolchains and data sources.
 
Enhance efficiency and manage risk by incorporating smart gates into the delivery process.

Streamline the generation of reports and meet audit requirements through automation.
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About this study

To understand how software delivery 
professionals perceive efficiency, we 
surveyed members of the IBM Community 
who are from a variety of industries and 
geographic locations.

Region

Americas .............................................................................................................. 36.20%
Asia ....................................................................................................................... 15.90%
Europe .................................................................................................................. 39.10%
Middle East .......................................................................................................... 4.30%
Africa .................................................................................................................... 2.90%
Oceania ................................................................................................................ 1.40%

Role description

I lead or manage software delivery teams or activities ................................... 30.40%
I am a designer or software architect ............................................................... 26.10%
I am a software engineer/developer ................................................................. 49.30%
I mostly focus on assessing quality and security ............................................. 10.10%
I manage releases ............................................................................................... 13.00%
I am responsible for processes and fixing problems ....................................... 29.00%
Other (please state)............................................................................................. 13.00%

Time in software delivery

Under 2 years ....................................................................................................... 14.70%
3-5 years .............................................................................................................. 10.30%
6-10 years ............................................................................................................ 11.80%
More than 10 years .............................................................................................. 63.20%
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Automation has been shown to have 
positive effects on the efficiency of 
software delivery for many organizations, 
and the IBM Software Delivery Survey 
2023 showed that more than two-thirds 
of developers see opportunities to 
improve the efficiency of software delivery 
in their organization.

Many organizations understand the need to deliver 
software efficiently yet struggle to measure and 
realize the return on their investments into disparate 
automation tools and processes.  It can take 
many different complex processes to develop and 
deliver software — from idea capture and design, 
to development, testing and controlled release to 
production. These processes are often hindered 
by bottlenecks or rife with inefficiencies that can 
slow down delivery, increase the risk of poor-
quality software and ultimately jeopardize customer 
satisfaction and business objectives.

Intelligent automation, underpinned by a DevOps 
data lake, value stream management and AI, provides 
decision-makers with visibility into the software 
delivery process, and guidance to reduce efficiency 
blockers.

Visibility into the software delivery process afforded 
by intelligent automation can have many beneficial 
effects: it simplifies manual and automated 
processes, frees up resources, improves operational 
efficiencies, and accelerates the returns on 
investment. For organizations looking to implement 
intelligent automation, Value Stream Management 
(VSM) is an ideal place to start.  VSM data aggregated 
from the existing software delivery toolchain 
provides insights for improving the efficiency of 
software delivery. With VSM, the business benefits 
from a detailed view into how well an application is 
progressing through the software delivery pipeline, 
detects where there are inefficiencies and where 
optimization and automation can have the greatest 
impact. That’s why understanding your value stream 
is an ideal starting point.

How to measure and improve 
efficiency  

97% 
reduction in the cost 
of releases

75% 
faster deployment 
times

35% 
increase in test 
coverage

At IBM, we’ve seen the benefits of improving 
the efficiency of software delivery with 
intelligent automation and how it can quickly 
make a positive impact for our business.
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IBM DevOps Automation makes it easy to get a view 
of software delivery bottlenecks and the flow of value 
so teams can identify the key areas to prioritize for 
improved efficiency.  The end goal is for businesses 
to realize value in the form of reliable and secure 
software developed, delivered, and released as fast 
as possible.

IBM DevOps Automation has individual capabilities 
that add automation to an existing software delivery 
toolchain or can be used as a complete delivery 
platform for any software delivery project.  And it is 
unique in the market as the only DevOps Automation 
solution by IBM that supports all IBM strategic 
technologies including Instana, Turbonomic, API 
Connect, Liberty, Robotic Process Automation, 
Ansible, Watson, Engineering Lifecycle Management, 
IBM CloudPaks and more.

To learn more about IBM DevOps Automation 
and how it can help your organization to improve 
software delivery efficiency, we invite you to join 
the IBM DevOps Automation community.

https://ibm.biz/DevOpsAutomation
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IBM would like to thank all those who 
took part in this Software Delivery survey.  
This survey was conducted following 
professional ethics and practices and 
collected opinions from the people who 
are hands on in the process of software 
delivery.   

The results provide a unique look into the real state 
of software delivery from a ground up perspective 
and highlights the practical problems and concerns 
that need to be addressed if businesses want to 
develop and deliver software efficiently.

The survey was voluntary, and all responses are 
completely confidential.  The results have only been 
made available in aggregate and not shared with 
any reference to any individual or organization who 
contributed.  Being trusted to manage the personal 
data of the people who took part in the survey, 
means we get a true and honest representation 
of the real-world challenges.  This insight from 
these collated results together with the analysis 
and advice by DevOps subject matter experts 
will ultimately help all software development and 
delivery teams to become more efficient.

Report Author
James Hunter

Marketing & Comms
Cassidy Rimer
Neil Patterson
Steve Fitchett

Creative Lead
Connor Allen 

Thank You
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